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ABSTRACT
A protocol refers to a set of rules governing the exchange of data between entities. Several notations are
utilized in the specification of protocols, including different types of diagrams such as flowchart-like
depictions, UML sequence diagrams, and state transition diagrams. This paper is a contribution to this area,
proposing a diagrammatic methodology for protocol specification. It is based on the notion of flow of
“primitive” things in a system with six stages: creation, release, transfer, arrival, acceptance, and
processing. The aim is to introduce a conceptual and complete description of basic streams of flow among
entities and stages including “crossing points” that need rules of data transfer. The resultant specification is
a map over which a protocol can be superimposed.
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1.

used in this conversation are collectively known as
the layer n protocol [4]. (Italics added).

INTRODUCTION

Any communication model comprises a source
that generates the data to be transmitted, a
transmitter that converts the data into transmittable
signals, a transmission system that carries the data,
a receiver that converts received signals into data,
and a destination that takes incoming data [1].
Communication-related handling of information
involves such operations as the release, transfer,
arrival, and acceptance of exchanged information.
This requires a set of rules governing data
exchange, referred to as a protocol, which can be
defined as a set of rules governing the exchange of
data between entities [2]. According to [3],
An entity is anything capable of sending or
receiving information and a system is a physically
distinct object that contains one or more entities…
To reduce communication systems design
complexity, most systems are organized as a series
of layers or levels, each one built upon its
predecessor… The purpose of each layer is to offer
certain services to the higher layers, shielding those
layers from the details of how the offered services
are actually implemented. A layer n entity on one
system carries on a conversation with a layer n peer
entity on another system. The rules and conventions

For example, the OSI Reference Model presents
standards for linking computers with seven protocol
layers [2]. Each n layer comprises active entities
capable of sending or receiving information to/from
their layer n peer entities in another system.
The entities in layer (N) implement a service used
by layer (N+1). In this case layer (N) is called
service provider and layer (N+1) is called service
user. Layer (N) may use the services of layer (N+1)
in order to provide its service. Services are
available at service access points (SAP). The layer
(N) SAPs are the places where layer (N+1) can
access services. Each SAP has an address that
uniquely identifies it. [3]
In OSI Reference Model (Figure 1), layers from
1 to 3 are network dependent and concerned with
the protocols associated with the data
communication network used to link two
communicating systems. Layers 5 to 7 are
application oriented and concerned with the
protocols that allow two end-user application
processes to interact with each other.
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Figure 1. OSI Reference Model (From [7])

The intermediate transport layer (4) hides the
detailed operation of the lower network-dependent
layers from the upper application-oriented layer

[5][6].
Another example of a layered communication
system is the TCP/IP model, which consists of the
four layers link (device driver and interface card),
network (e.g., IP protocols), transport (e.g., the
TCP protocol), and application (includes FTP and
DNS) [8][9][10][11].
When one starts with protocols that work at the
upper layers, each set of data is wrapped inside the
next lower layer protocol [12]. In Figure 1, every
layer adds an additional piece of information to the
message it is transmitting. Such an arrangement is
referred to as encapsulation. The additional
information appears as a header (e.g., TH =
Transport Header). The data link layer also adds a
trailer to its data, so each layer is encapsulated in
the next layer. On the side of the receiving host,
each layer removes the additional piece of
information, and such a process is referred to as
decapsulation [7][13][14][15].
The following general example, summarized
from [12], assumes that the protocol stack being
used is TCP/IP with an FTP client program for files
transferring from/to an FTP server.
1. The FTP client program is started on the
sending computer.
2. The address and port of the server are selected.

3.
4.

5.

307

A request is made to connect to the server.
The application layer sends information
through the presentation layer to the session
layer to open a connection.
The session layer negotiates for a connection.
There are several synchronization signals to
establish the connection:
a. The session layer of the client sends a data
packet signal to the transport layer.
b. The transport layer adds a header to the
packet indicating the source and destination
ports.
c. The network layer adds source and
destination IP addresses.
d. The datalink layer determines the hardware
address of the computer to which the data are
being sent.
e. The information is transmitted across the
hardware layer.
f. The FTP server sees the ethernet frame
matching its address and strips the ethernet
header information and sends it to the
network layer.
g. The network layer examines the IP address
information, strips the IP header, and sends
the information to the transport layer.
h. The transport layer strips the TCP header
and sends the information to the appropriate
program servicing the requested port.
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i. The session layer in the FTP program
conducts a series of data exchanges through
all the lower layers to the client computer
until a session is established.
At this point information may be sent through
several FTP commands between the client and
the server. Every transmission passes through
the network layers from the application layer
down to the hardware layer, then back up
through the layers on the receiving computer.
When the client decides to terminate the
session, the layer is informed by the higher
layers and negotiates for the closing of the
connection.

Several notations are utilized in the specification
of protocols, including different types of diagrams
such as flowchart-like depictions, UML sequence
diagrams, and state transition diagrams [3][16][17].
This paper is a contribution to this area, proposing a
diagrammatic
methodology
for
protocol
specification. It is based on the notion of flow of
“primitive” things in a system with six stages:
creation, release, transfer, arrival, acceptance, and
processing.
The aim of the paper is to introduce a
conceptual and complete description of basic
streams of flow among entities and stages including
“crossing points” that need “protocolization”, not in
the sense of notarization, but to mean “providing
rules of transfer.” It is a map over which a protocol
can be superimposed.
2.
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notification of the information to the layer
requesting the service, and Response is
acknowledgment of the indication. The primitive
includes protocol layer ID, protocol ID, primitive
class, primitive name, and parameters. The protocol
ID specifies to which protocol entity this primitive
should be sent, e.g., IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.3
[19][20][21].
To base the description on a firm conceptual
basis, the notion of unit of information, described as
“sent from one layer to another,” seems in need of
further elaboration. In our proposed framework,
this “unit of information” is “a thing that flows”
(denoted as a flowthing) with six basic exclusive
operations: created, released, transferred, arrived,
accepted, and processed, as shown in Figure 3.
Exclusiveness here indicates that if the unit of
information is in one of these six states (also called
stages), then it is not in any of the other five states.
The “flow system” of a type of flowthing (denoted
as flowsystem) represents the legal sequence of
stages that a process can exhibit.
“Things that flow” are the units in a Flow Model
(FM) that has been utilized in many applications
[23][24][25][26][27]. Accordingly, Figure 3 can
now be presented as shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, each of the two layers (called
spheres in FM) has four flow systems that
correspond
to
the
flowthings:
Request,
Confirmation, Indication, and Response. First, a
request is created in layer n (circle 1 in Figure 4),
then it is released and transferred (circle 2) to layer
n-m.

MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES
Response

Request

This section displays a sample diagrammatic
description used in modeling protocols. While we
are focusing here on a specific model, it is not our
observation that protocol specification, in general,
lacks the presence of a conceptual framework for
expressing basic primitives and operations involved
in any convention that facilitates transactions.
While describing the sample standard model
discussed in this section in detail is beyond the
scope of this paper, the discussion aims at
demonstrating the need for a more precise
methodology of description that is beyond the level
of narratives and sketches.
In this context a primitive is a unit of information
that is sent from one layer to another [18]. There
are four classes of primitives: Request, Confirm,
Indication, and Response, as shown in Figure 2.
Request is a request for services from another layer,
Confirm is the acknowledgment, Indication is
308
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Figure 4. FM-Based Description That Corresponds To Figure 2

“Protocolization” points are important for building
“rules of transferring”, but also, “rules of
communication” need identification of creation
points since the language and formatting of the
“units of information” are decided at these points.
FM-based description draws the entire lifecycle of
these units that are to be shipped out or obtained
from different spheres. The methodology portrays
whole supply chains ready to embrace all types of
rules of communication or otherwise. Along with
basic drawing items such as arrows and
flowsystems, we can also superimpose other tools
such as timing and synchronization, logic (e.g.,
AND, OR), and so forth that can be borrowed from
current diagrammatic methods.

Conceptually, stage Released is different from
stage Transfer, as in the case of sending an email
that is not actually transferred but is waiting for
channel availability (e.g., in an output buffer).
Transfer is the interface module in the sphere that
interacts with the channel.
In layer n-m, arrived requests may not be
accepted. If accepted, the request is then processed;
this triggers (circle 3) the creation of a
confirmation. In FM, flows of data are represented
by solid arrows, while triggering is indicated by
dashed arrows. Indication is transferred to layer n
(circle 4). When arriving flowthings are always
accepted, Arrival and Acceptance stages can be
combined in one state called Receive, as shown in
the Indication flowsystem of layer n (circle 5).
Processing Indication triggers (circle 6) the creation
of Response, which flows (circle 7) to layer n-m,
and this in turn triggers (circle 8) the creation of
Confirmation, which flows (circle 9) to layer n.
Figure 4 is certainly more complete than the
sketch of Figure 2. It represents what we call a
conceptual map that can provide a base for
identifying “protocolization” crossing points (the
four dotted ovals in Figure 4, which are roughly
sketched by the four thick arrows in Figure 2).

|
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3.

Teraoka et al. [21] also introduced Abstract
Entity (AE) to “achieve link independency of the
link indications” in addition to the Protocol Entity
(PE) that processes a specific protocol used in the
conventional protocol-layering model (see Figure
5) showing AEs and PEs using primitives.
Conceptually, this introduces the notion of
“entities” in layers. Figure 6 shows the FM
description that includes two AEs. Multiple levels
can appear in such type of modeling.
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Figure 5. AE And PE With Primitives (From [21])
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4.

A COMPLETE PICTURE OF PROTOCOL
OPERATION: SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
AND FINITE STATE

Hekmat, of PragSoft Corporation [7], uses a
sequence diagram and final state diagram to draw a
complete picture of the way a protocol operates.
It is worth noting the complementary nature of
sequence diagrams and state transition
diagrams. The former specifies a service
protocol from an outside observer’s point of
view, while the latter describes the same
protocol from a station’s point of view. The
two notations, combined, provide a complete
picture of how a protocol operates. (Italics
added) [7]

Service user

Service provider Service user

N-CONNECT
request
N-CONNECT
confirm

N-CONNECT
indicate

Figure 7(a) shows an example of a sequence
diagram for a request for connection at the network
layer [7]. A service user issues a request for a
connection to a peer service user. The service
provider sends a connection indication to the peer
service user. The peer user responds to the service
provider, confirming the cycle with the original
user.
In Figure 7(b), Hekmat [7] provides a finite state
diagram that describes the states of “a station at the
network layer”.
According to the diagram, assuming that a
station is in the idle state, if it issues a
connection request to another station, it enters
the attempting to connect state where it waits for
a connection to be confirmed, in which case it
moves to the connected state, or disconnected,
in which case it returns to the idle state. A
similar scenario applies to an incoming
connection which starts with the station
receiving a connection indication. [7]

N-CONNECT
awaiting
request
to
N-CONNECT
idle

N-CONNECT
confirm

N-CONNECT

connected

N-CONNECT
N-CONNECT
response

N-CONNECT
indicate

(b) Sequence diagram

awaiting a
connection

N-CONNECT
response

(a) FSM diagram

Figure 7. A Complete Picture Of Protocol Operation Using Sequence Diagram And Finite State (From [7])
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We can argue that Figures 7 (a) and (b) do not
represent a complete picture. Additionally, the
picture is fragmented and vague. Figure 8 shows
the corresponding FM-based specification. A
request is created (circle 1), and transferred (circle
2) to the service provider, who processes the
request, triggering (circle 4) the creation of
indication. Since a user can create requests and
respond to requests from other users, the sequence
indicated in circles 1, 2, 3, and 4 from a user are
mirrored by the sequence indicated by circles A, B,
C, and D from the other user. Thus, an indication
flows to the user (circles 5 and E), causing the
creation of a response (circles 6 and G). The
response, in turn, flows to the provider (circles 7
and F) to cause the creation of a confirmation that
flows to the requester (circles 8 and I).
While Figure 8 provides a complete picture of
“how a protocol operates,” it lacks the notion of
state, which may be needed. Additionally, it is
possible to represent the service user as one sphere
since flowsystems in different users’ spheres mirror
each other.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

transferred, arrive, and be received. “Flow” in FM
is not a mere movement in space or time; rather, it
can mean a change, a transformation in appearance
or condition. A state itself can only be created or
processed (= changed. For example, a door’s state
can be Open or Closed when it appears as a
component in a sphere. Creation, here, is a
conceptual phenomenon within a sphere and not
necessarily an ontological existence. For example,
states can be created or processed (e.g., an open
door is changed to half-open) but cannot directly
flow to other spheres.
In the example under consideration, the
modeler specifies the state’s “values” as Idle,
Waiting to connect, Waiting for connection, and
Connected. Different stages of flow in the FM
representation cause the creation of these states in
the flowsystem of states in the service user’s
sphere.
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Figure 8. FM Description That Corresponds To The Given Example

In FM a state is a flowthing. A flowthing is a
thing that can be created, processed, released, and

Accordingly, we redraw Figure 8 as shown in
Figure 9. We now have a sphere of one user who
plays both roles, those of requester and of one who
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responds to requests. As we did previously, we start
by creating a request (circle 1). Assuming an
original state of Idle, release of the request means
requiring transfer by the user (the state of “waiting
to connect”, circle 2). The different states are
denoted by ellipses. Note that the state’s
flowsystem in the service user’s sphere comprises a
single stage: creation.
Actual transfer of the request changes the state
to Connected (circle 3). When transfer is finished,
the state becomes “waiting for connection” (waiting
for a response) (circle 4).
The service provider may send an indication
(circle 5) that is facilitated by connection to the
user, which makes the user’s state connected (circle
6).
The user may create a response (circle 7) and
release it, changing the state to “waiting to connect”
(circle 8). Transferring the response changes the
state to “Connected” (circle 9). Transferring the
response to the provider (circle 10) causes
confirmation to be sent to the user (circle 11).

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

and confirmation arrives at the user, the state
changes to “Idle” (circle 13).
5.

SIGNALING

Signaling refers to the exchange of control
information between the components of a network
in order to establish, manage, and disconnect calls
[7]. Subscriber signaling refers to the signals
exchanged between a subscriber and a local
exchange. Reference [7] gives as an example the
sequence diagram shown in Figure 10 illustrating
the signals exchanged for establishing a call
between two subscribers. The following description
is closely summarized from [7].
Assuming that initially both subscribers have
their phones on-hook, the calling subscriber sends
an off-hook signal to the local exchange by lifting
the receiver. The switch activates an audible dial
tone. The subscriber dials a number, and each
dialed digit is signaled to the local exchange.
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Figure 9. FM Description Incorporating The Notion Of State

This transfer changes the state to “Connected”
(circle 12), and when this connection is finished
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STOP-RING-

STOP-RING

Conversation period
DISCONNECT

ON-HOOK
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Figure 10. Sample Subscriber Signaling Scenario (From [7])

The local exchange applies a ringing signal to the
called subscriber’s loop. When the called subscriber
lifts the receiver, this causes the local exchange to
stop the ringing, and it is propagated back to the
calling subscriber which in turn stops the ring tone.
Then the two parties connect, and they may engage
in conversation. Either subscriber can terminate the
call by pressing the hook switch.
Still, the sequence diagram is sketchy and
contains many “narrating” gaps that appear as
discontinuity in the succession of events. Take, for
example, RING and its consequences: OFF-HOOK.
There are many threads that are missing here.
Ringing involves the following sequence:
- The network sends a ringing signal
- The ringing signal leads to the following
alternatives:
• If the hook is Off, busy signals are
sent to the network to arrive at the
calling subscriber and activate a busy
sound
• If the hook is On, a ringing sound is
activated that stops when the hook is
lifted, which in turn triggers
conversation

By contrast, the FM representation is characterized
by continuity of different threads, making it
possible to have a tight series of superimposed
protocol rules.
Figure 11 shows an FM-based model of this
subscriber signaling scenario. It starts at the top left
corner when the hook is lifted off (circle 1). This
triggers the creation of an off signal (circle 2) that
flows to the network, The signal is processed (circle
3) and triggers the creation of a dial signal (circle
4). The dial signal flows to the calling subscriber,
where it is processed (circle 5) to trigger the dialing
sound (circle 6).
At this point, we expect the user to dial numbers
(circle 7) that are transferred to the network (circle
9), where the called telephone number is processed
to trigger (circle 10) ringing that is transferred to
the called subscriber, where it is processed (circle
12). Then, according to the state of the hook, we
expect the following:
- The hook is off (circle 13), hence a busy signal is
created and sent to the network, then to the calling
subscriber (circle 15) to trigger a busy sound (circle
16).
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Figure 11. FM Representation Of The Subscriber Signaling Scenario

- The hook is on (circle 17), when a ringing sound
is activated (circle 18), and simultaneously, a
conversation is created when the hook is lifted
(circle 19). Notice that for simplicity’s sake we
have repeated drawing OFF in the Hook state. Also,
we have removed the name of the stage since it is
understood from previous discussion. Additionally,
we represent the sphere and the flowsystem by one
box when there is only one flowsystem in the
sphere.
The conversation flowsystems (circles 19, 20,
and 21) in the three spheres of calling subscriber,
called subscriber, and network are bi-directional in
their flows. The conversation continues until one of
the two subscribers hangs up (ON) (circles 22 and
23). In this case, an On signal triggers Hook ON on
the other side.

Here we can modify this such that the ON signal
triggers the generation of a sound on the other side.
It may be mentioned in this context that such
FM representation is characterized by complexity.
Nevertheless, it is a complexity of completeness of
details that is specified in a systematic way. It is
analogous to the complexity of electrical schematic
circuits.
6.

CONCLUSION

This
paper
proposes
a
diagrammatic
methodology for protocol specification. Currently,
several notations are utilized in the specification of
protocols, including different types of diagrams
such as flowchart-like depictions, UML sequence
diagrams, and state transition diagrams. The new
flowthing model presents a conceptual and
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complete description of basic streams of flow
among entities and stages including “crossing
points” that need rules of data transfer. The
resultant specification is a map over which a
protocol can be superimposed. Several examples
have shown the viability of the model as a tool that
can be supplemented by other notations of logical
connection and synchronization. Further research
could experiment with applying the proposed
representation to specific protocols.
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